Revised downtown plan unveiled

By Howard Neeve

The Iowa City Council looked sanitarily last Thursday night at a project that would have the goal of creating a downtown pedestrian mall run underneath the UI/City of Iowa City parking lot. The project would be called the "Iowa City City Center, IMU." Ali Designer Environments, the firm that will oversee the project,-Todd Turner explained that the project will fit in nicely with the pedestrian mall that will be constructed by the city, and will be located at the site of the old Iowa City parking lot. Turner said that the project would create a "labyrinth" of pedestrian paths that would be connected to the downtown area. He also said that the project would be financed through private contributions, and that the city would not be responsible for any of the costs. The project would be completed by the end of 1983, and would be open for public use by August 1983. For more information, contact the Iowa City Department of Planning and Development, or call (319) 335-6411.

Snow makes return visit to Iowa City

By Jackie Blevin

The Iowa City Council is looking at a downtown pedestrian mall plan which would be located at the site of the old UI/City of Iowa City parking lot. The project, called the "Iowa City City Center, IMU," would be designed by Ali Designer Environments, and would be completed by the end of 1983. The project would be financed through private contributions, and the city would not be responsible for any of the costs. For more information, contact the Iowa City Department of Planning and Development, or call (319) 335-6411.

County to miss budget deadline

By Karen Coon

The Johnson County Board of Supervisors has tentatively set a budget deadline for October 31, 1982. The current budget was approved on July 19, 1982, and was set to expire on October 31, 1982. The deadline was set to allow for the preparation of the new budget, and to give the county time to complete the budget process. The current budget was set by the county board, and was based on the county's financial situation at the time. For more information, contact the Johnson County Board of Supervisors, or call (319) 335-6411.

Surging increase in dorm requests

By Jackie Blevin

The number of new students applying to live in residence halls on campus has increased significantly in recent years. The most recent increase has been in dorm requests, which have increased by 2,431 since the 1981-82 academic year. The increase in dorm requests is due to a number of factors, including the growth of the student population, the growth of the University of Iowa, and the growth of the University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics. For more information, contact the University Housing Department, or call (319) 335-6411.

School nurses to fight to keep their jobs

By Ed Teachout

The Iowa City School Board is facing a decision on whether to continue the program of school nurses. The program has been in place for several years, and has been successful in providing medical care to students. The school board is considering options for funding the program, including the possibility of a special levy. For more information, contact the Iowa City School Board, or call (319) 335-6411.
February crime rate significantly up over January’s, figures reveal

The Iowa City Police Department released its February crime statistic report revealing a 15.2 percent increase over January figures — particularly significant increases over the same period last year. The increase was the highest overall since December 1981.

The police department reported 101 violent crimes in February, compared to 104 last year. However, the number of sexual assaults reported in February was down slightly from February 1981.

Property crimes increased by 25.4 percent in February, compared to February 1981. A number of robberies occurred in the city during the month, including a holdup at a local bank.

The police department also reported an increase in the number of thefts, with 376 reported in February, compared to 309 last year. The increase was attributed to a rise in vehicle thefts.

The police department also reported an increase in the number of drug-related arrests, with 122 reported in February, compared to 105 last year. The increase was attributed to a rise in marijuana and cocaine-related arrests.

The police department also reported an increase in the number of vandalism-related arrests, with 48 reported in February, compared to 37 last year. The increase was attributed to a rise in graffiti-related arrests.

The police department also reported an increase in the number of assault-related arrests, with 38 reported in February, compared to 30 last year. The increase was attributed to a rise in domestic-related assaults.

The police department also reported an increase in the number of burglary-related arrests, with 146 reported in February, compared to 137 last year. The increase was attributed to a rise in residential burglaries.

The police department also reported an increase in the number of fraud-related arrests, with 14 reported in February, compared to 9 last year. The increase was attributed to a rise in mortgage fraud-related arrests.

The police department also reported an increase in the number of robbery-related arrests, with 12 reported in February, compared to 10 last year. The increase was attributed to a rise in armed robberies.

The police department also reported an increase in the number of arson-related arrests, with 1 reported in February, compared to 0 last year. The increase was attributed to a rise in intentional burning-related arrests.

The police department also reported an increase in the number of liquor law-related arrests, with 1 reported in February, compared to 0 last year. The increase was attributed to a rise in public intoxication-related arrests.

The police department also reported an increase in the number of prostitution-related arrests, with 1 reported in February, compared to 0 last year. The increase was attributed to a rise in prostitution-related arrests.

The police department also reported an increase in the number of nuisance-related arrests, with 5 reported in February, compared to 3 last year. The increase was attributed to a rise in disorder-related arrests.

The police department also reported an increase in the number of violation-of-court-continuance-related arrests, with 1 reported in February, compared to 0 last year. The increase was attributed to a rise in probation-related arrests.
World Radio has just purchased 3,000,000 of hi-fi and video gear direct from U.S. and overseas manufacturers...container ships from Tokyo, Osaka, and other major ports. Hard economic conditions have created stockpiles of excess inventory in major manufacturer's warehouses world-wide. We bought HUGE quantities of this merchandise at drastically reduced prices... and when we SAVE BIG you SAVE BIG! But we MUST SELL IT NOW or pop to warehouse it. Our goal is a MILLION, and we're going to make it!

**MILLION DOLLAR SALE**

**You Never Thought You Could Afford A Video Recorder... Now You Can!**

- **Panasonic PV-1870 Video Cassette Recorder**
- **Technics SL-Q3008 Semi-Automatic Turntable**
- **Jensen J-1069 HR**
- **Fisher 3100B Receiver**

**SAVE $396**
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Fisher Receiver

These items are just a sample of the tremendous values you'll find in our store! DEALERS ARE WELCOMED!
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Park a good idea

The Iowa City Council has given the chance to create a new park that will provide several facilities, recreational facilities and picnicking, a senior citizen's center. The council should accept the plan.

Many new developments are in the process of傻 we want land for and don't apply to this instance. The park would not be as expensive for the city to create as it is expected. Since the city owns the 4 acres which have been designated as the proper location for this park, it is a no-brainer.

The planned park design, drawn up by UI graduate student Barry Ellis, calls for changes in the existing location:

- This means that development and maintenance costs would be minimal.
- In addition, there is no predecessor occupying the land, at least of the kind that one would want to find in the downtown area. Since the city owns the 4 acres which have been designated as the proper location for this park, it is a no-brainer.

The additional money is needed to fund a hall-time assistant director. This is true in major metropolitan areas and in small towns. Poverty standards that went into effect last summer have already filled to 25 percent of capacity.
New clinic, labs open this week

By Mary Rehltier

Tuesdays will be conducted during new hours at the Iowa City Clinic and Cardiovascular Diagnostic Laboratory as part of a pre-existing clinic and since the clinic's opening throughout the year.

Employment began last weekend and will continue through the month. Dr. Ronald, of the College of Medicine, will be one of the first to be seen.

Physicians in the Cardiovascular Clinic outpatient are now available with heart disease and other necessary specialists.

The clinic opened last weekend and will continue through the month. Dr. Ronald, of the College of Medicine, will be one of the first to be seen.

Physicians who are trained to deal with heart disease and other necessary specialists.

In addition to the clinics, the physicians in the Cardiovascular Diagnostic Laboratory are available, as are those in the Cardiology Research Laboratory and the Cardiology Research Laboratory.

The Cheshire Cat will be followed by the 'In the Cat's Perception' exhibit from March 16 to April 15

Professor Joanne D. Miller, a sophomore.

The second-degree murder charge against Grubin, Enlow, Eldridge and Leslie was used for the first time in connection with the shooting. The State had no further evidence.

The shooting of the shooting was caused by the shooting of the shooting. The State had no further evidence.
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Burton announces his candidacy

Former UI student Senate President Andi Burton announced his candidacy for the Republican nomination for state representative in eastern Iowa Wednesday for state representative in the preliminary architectural design for the store.

"Finding an architect is an investment in our state's future and the preliminary plans must be careful but it is vital to the state that because of his father's UI connection," Burton said.

"I have broad understanding of the public process by which projects like these are sold," he said.


Support should be sent to Burton or he received similar programs and his precinct was an "outstanding" plan. He said.

"I think it should provide services that best match people needs," Burton said. "He founded a "good plan" in state and local programs.

Hotel

And several councilors favors that Armstrong's might be given preference in the building proposal for the store was short. Johnson proposed opening a 2-day building proposal for the store next year.

This plan for the complex wasn't as well closed by the council, which cited the lack of the store entrance matched the length of the square around the fountain.

Residence halls applications


Residence halls applications

New freshmen: 1800 students, 1628 students.

Housing

Furthermore, the number of present residents who applied for housing was higher than last year. 1973-74, Fall semester admission; 12 semester hours, 2000, 2000, 1972; 2000, 1973.

Students new to the UI and current residents who are not new freshmen or upperclassmen are given priority over all present residents whose classes are non-housing residents.

All new freshmen, upperclassmen with 30 or more hours in residence, and upperclassmen with upperclassmen status, have highest priority, followed by current resident residents.

The council selection process is the same as last year and the vast majority of assignments are to be received.
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**U.S. News of the World**

- UI's 10th Annual Spring Film Festival starts today.
- Theater: "The Seduction of Bob Hawkes" by Andrew Lloyd Webber. Starts Friday.
- Music: Concerts and lectures by the University Symphony Orchestra.
- Books: "Making Love" by Kate Jackson.
- Sports: Iowa Hawkeyes vs. Illinois Fighting Illini in basketball.

---

**T.G.I.F.**

- Pulitzer Prize nominees studied

**New York** (*Tues.*): The 1981 Pulitzer Prizes for nonfiction — selected by a 13-member board of judges — will be announced April 12. The board of judges received 108 books nominated in 12 categories in the contest for the 1981 Pulitzer Prizes. The board, which has the power to make nominations, will announce the four winners in April 11. The 1981 Pulitzer Prize winners will be announced April 12.

**Iowa City** (*Thurs.*): The 1981 Pulitzer Prizes for fiction — selected by a 10-member board of judges — will be announced April 12. The board of judges received 101 books nominated in 12 categories in the contest for the 1981 Pulitzer Prizes. The board, which has the power to make nominations, will announce the four winners in April 11. The 1981 Pulitzer Prize winners will be announced April 12.

---

**Movies on campus**

- Iowa's American Management: "Ulysses" by the National Board of Review. (3:00 p.m., Friday, Iowa City Armory. Free admission.)
- Psychology: "Hobbe's Dream" (2:00 p.m., Monday, Iowa City Armory. Free admission.)
- Art and Education: "The Cuckoo's Nest" (7:00 p.m., Saturday, Iowa City Armory. Free admission.)
- Physical Education: "Sugar and Spice" (7:00 p.m., Sunday, Iowa City Armory. Free admission.)

---

**Straight Talk**

- Cinema Scope: "The Seduction of Bob Hawkes" (8:00 p.m., Friday, Iowa City Armory. Free admission.)
- Midwest Student Film Festival: "The Seduction of Bob Hawkes" (8:00 p.m., Thursday, Iowa City Armory. Free admission.)
- Iowa City Film Festival: "The Seduction of Bob Hawkes" (8:00 p.m., Saturday, Iowa City Armory. Free admission.)

---

**Arts and entertainment**

- **GABES**
  - The Ultimate FREE KEG When Hawks Win All Hawkeye Games on BIG SCREEN TV
  - Iowa vs. Illinois

- **Wakko's Nest**
  - 338 E. Washington
  - T.R.O.N.
  - Reggae Band
  - Bar Specials 9-10 30-3 Nights

- **Western Wave Spanish & Foreign Language Club**
  - Los Versaltes Mosaic Latino
  - Saturday, Iowa City, Iowa

- **MALCOLM MCDOWELL**
  - CALCULUS
  - The most extraordinary personal experience you may ever have!

- **STARS**
  - Friday 7:00-9:30
  - Sat & Sun 2:00-4:30, 7:00-9:30

- **CINEMA**
  - NOW SHOWING
  - Charlot of Fire

---

**Crop**

- Life
touching love than...

---

**Adidas**

- **BAUER**
  - **ZIG ZAG**
  - **1/2** **2**
  - **3** **2**
  - **4** **2**
  - **5** **2**
  - **6** **2**

---

**Support Easter Seals**

- March 1 - April 11

---

**ASSOCIATIONS**

- Iowa City's Own
  - Star Port
  - "Your Complete Video Arcade"
  - 75¢
  - Look for the Chimes above the Arcade
The Magic Flute of Jean-Pierre Rampal

"If Rampal isn't the god Pan, he is the closest thing to it." (Conradin Emmanuel). Jean-Pierre Rampal has inspired enthusiasm among classical music lovers since his first concert tour in 1959. On his five-week-long tour, Rampal's concerts are programmed to include a wide range of repertoire. A 1974 version of Rampal's music has a magic form of impeccable technique and a long-standing reputation.

Tickets
- US Students $25, $20, $15, and $10 for Thursday, March 18 at 8 p.m.
- Non-US Students $30, $25, $20, and $15 for Thursday, March 18 at 8 p.m.

Thursday, March 18 at 8 p.m.

Call 351-3984 for more information.

Call 939-0600 or return the coupon today.
Iowa City, Iowa

Iowa's real McCoy's

By Thomas M. Jepson

All Iowa State Track Coach Ted Wheeler would have to do to attract a student-athlete to Des Moines, Iowa, is to mention the accomplishments of Ronnie and Ricky McCoy, both members of the Hawkeyes' record-setting relay team, Wheeler said, "I'll be satisfied with the Olympics, however, is not timid to..., Thirty degrees is cold to me,‖ Wheeler said.

Ronnie and Ricky McCoy, the best 880-yard hurdlers, and Ricky is a distance runner in California and got thirty degrees is cold back home. We went home to the wet winter,‖ Ronnie said.

"We got home quickly because,‖ Ronnie added, "tahle is better in the heat. Quickie you have four miles, and runner is very fast. People said in to me, you can handle anything..."

"We got home in to it, Ricky added," Wheeler degrees are the coldest we had ever seen. Thirty degrees is cold back home. We went home to the wet winter in California and got cold. Ricky decided to stay in California and got the basketball team,‖ he said.

On the way home, we learned the truck drivers,‖ We felt so much stronger then we ever were. Ricky said, Ricky and Ronnie McCoy, along with both instructors, gave them their big jump start. Ricky and Ronnie McCoy, along with both instructors, gave them their big jump start. Ricky and Ronnie McCoy, along with both instructors, gave them their big jump start. Ricky and Ronnie McCoy, along with both instructors, gave them their big jump start. Ricky and Ronnie McCoy, along with both instructors, gave them their big jump start. Ricky and Ronnie McCoy, along with both instructors, gave them their big jump start. Ricky and Ronnie McCoy, along with both instructors, gave them their big jump start. Ricky and Ronnie McCoy, along with both instructors, gave them their big jump start. Ricky added, "..."
Leo aims to defend Big Ten title

By Steve Thennessy

When the Iowa men's gymnastics team goes to the Big Ten championships in Maryland, Md., this weekend, the Hawkeyes will have something they haven't had the past couple years: a world champion. The team's lone Olympian, Leo, became the first gymnast in school history to be a world champion last year when he won the pommel horse event at the 1981 world championships in Moscow, Russia.

"It's something they haven't bad since 1978," said Bob Hansen, a former Iowa basketball player who now is the team's head coach.

"It certainly adds to your credibility of the judges. We've never had a world champion before and to have the last one win, it's something that will be for 40 years," Hansen said.

But the judges gave him second and

"I'll just do my beat and hope to retain it," Leo said.

"There will be four people coming on and the more of them that can do the difficult moves, the better," Leo said.

When Brandt was in the back of my mind. As far as I'm concerned, it's just a world record," Brandt said.

"I think they have to do to hit the 10 on the last two bars. It's still a world record," Brandt said.

"I think they're moving back to average over a year," Brandt said.

"It's a simple concept. We can count on," Leo said.

"I'll just do my beat and hope to retain it," Leo said.

"We live the responsibility of winning the meet, someone else has to do it," Leo said. "We had a pretty good personal home this past year, but this year's been better.

"It's a world record," Leo said. "I'll do my best and hope to retain it."
Hawks face Illini cagers in road test

By Marla Harber

Steve Hooper

The Hawks looked like a team that had gone a long time without winning Thursday when they overcame a deficit of eight points in the final minute to score a 75-73 victory over the Illini at the State Bank Center in Urbana.

Better yet, if the Illini do the same thing this year, the Hawks will have their</p>
Pants perspective.
Going to different lengths for spring and beyond.

$13 - $25
Kick up your heels for the unprecedented freedom in pants this season. Moving every which way. Running the gamut from lean and narrow to full and gathered. Ripped at the knee or crimped halfway to the ankle. Choices so new, you'll go to any length to have them. Cyan or colored cotton sheeting or poly-cotton will be juniors 5 to 13.
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**The Shamrock**
A type that blends Love, Valor, Peace—Awesome.
Beautifully cast and delicately crafted for Ginsberg Jewelers.
Available as Color. TEXT ONLY. Pendant in sterling silver or vermeil from $12 to $27.

**These Hands Hold Your Heart and Make You A Queen**
In the county of Galway, in a small fishing village called Claddagh, an Irishman who had designed and made this ring, presented it to his bride. Because of what it expresses, the Irish Claddagh has become a universal symbol. The hands are for friendship, the crown for loyalty and the heart is for love. A meaningful gift that has endured for more than 400 years.
Delicately crafted for Ginsberg Jewelers.
Claddagh Pendant—Sterling Silver, $22; Vermeil $27.

**THE "NEW WAVE" IN NAUTICALS**

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 10-4; Sat. 10-5; Sun. 12-5

---

**The New Look from**

**Bass**
Since 1877

**Hurry!**
Now is the best time to order softball uniforms to insure their arrival for summer.

**T.Galaxy**
Spring & Summer Schedule 1982

**Spring Sports Edition**
Re-cap and pre-tournament coverage of Iowa basketball, wrestling & swimming.
Advertising Deadline: March 5.

**Spring Break**
No paper published March 22-March 26. (March 29 ads due March 18)

**Old Capitol Criterium, May 2**
An exciting preview to the annual Iowa race.
Advertising Deadline: Monday, April 26, 3 pm

**End of Spring Semester**
Last paper published Friday, May 14.

**Summer Semester Begins**
First paper published Monday, June 7.

**Orientation Edition**
This special edition is distributed to all incoming students at orientation and registration sessions throughout the summer as well as our full summer circulation.
Subsection deadlines throughout May & June.

---

**The Daily Iowan**
**TWIN IMAGE**

**HAIRSTYLISTS OFFERS ITS SPRING BREAK SPECIAL**

Now through March 20th

We are offering 5 Free Visits
To our Tanning Booths with Any of our regular services.

CUT, PERM, HIGHLIGHTS or MAKEUP SERVICES

Look your very best throughout Spring Break...
call for an appointment!

121 W. Benton
338-2198

Offer good when you present this ad.
Spring Faceworks
A bouquet of products for the freshest looks this season!
A $27.00 value for only $9.99 with a purchase of $6.50 or more from our new Persimmon Collection for Spring
The perfect touch at this season. For Spring Faceworks. Meet our new Lift-Off Makeup. A Creamy Powder Foundation, a shimmering red lip, and our new Eye Shimmer Powder. For Spring, for Smell, and for Spirit. You've jumped in 'em this morning. Lee Rider Straight. You've got jeans that look and feel as good at the end of the day as they did when you bought them yesterday. Recycled Men's Sport Coats $1.00 & Up
Recycled Ties $3.00 & Up
Recycled Blouses $5.00 & Up
Recycled Men's Sport Shirts $3.00 & Up
Recycled Jeans $5.00 & Up

FASHIONABLE YET AFFORDABLE
RAGSTOCK
Recycled Pajamas from $6.00 - $15.00
Recycled Blouses $2.50 & Up
Recycled Men's Shirts from $3.00
Recycled Ties $1.00

SALE
There's a little that we haven't tried yet. Write in your name and address and believe us, it's a different kind of clothing store.
We spent over seven weeks looking at thousands of bags to find just what we were looking for.
This is it... and believe us, it's one in a thousand!

Spring Break!
Just in time for Spring Break!
See the latest in SPEEDO styles for '82 at Wilson's on the Mall Sports Shop.
Get the latest in Speedo suits and challenger. Ready line for Challenger swimming and racing suit in Satin Stopper in royal and black.
NEW SPEEDO SPREEO GOGGLES
Water right protection. Excellent vision. Interchangeable nose bridge and headband.

MERLE NORMAN
The Plan for the Guessed Faces
The Syachoree Mall Shopping Center 338-6606

THE SOAP OPERA
We spent over seven weeks looking at thousands of bags to find just what we were looking for.
This is it... and believe us, it's one in a thousand!

Speedo suits challengers.
Separates that put you together...

The important ingredients in all our wedding sets.

Beauty, Quality, Value

The Daily Iowan brighten your day!

Let the Daily Iowan brighten your day!

Casual Classics

ALL-COTTON STRIPED CREW NECKS
by Yorke

Let the Daily Iowan brighten your day!

Ewers MENS STORE

Four Floors - Downtown Iowa City

Subscribe to the Daily Iowan

The Mini

THE MINI

Updated Skirt Topped with a casual muscle tee shirt

Follow Hawkeye sports year 'round!

LORENZ BOOT SHOP

Dancer $39.95 - Navy, Black, White Calf.

Lorenz Jewelers

Hannibal, The Old World and Old World Earring Set.

Beauty, Quality, Value

Let the Daily Iowan brighten your day!
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